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TURBOFAN BLADE STRESSES INDUCED BY THE FLOW DISTORTION OF A
VTOL INLET AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

Robert C. Williams, J_,nesH. Diedrich, and Robert J. Shaw

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

A 51-cm-diametert,rbofan with a tilt-nacelle VTOL inlet was tested in

the Lewis Research Center's 9- by 15-Ft LowSpeed Wind Tunnel at velocities
up to 72 mls and an_les of attack up to 120-. Fan-blade vibratory stress
levels were investigated over a full aircraft operating range. These
stresses were due to inlet air flow distortion resulting from (1_ internal
flow separation in the inlet, and (2) ingestion of the exterior nacelle
wake. Stress levels are presented, along with an estimated safe operating
envelope, based on infinite blade fatigue life.

INTRODUCTION

o A variety of airframe propulsion configurations are under consideration
for future VTOL aircraft. The tilt-nacelle, turbofan-powered airplane shown
in figure I is one possibility. During cruise, the nacelle axis is nearly
parallel to the fuselage axis, but during takeoff and landing, the nacelles
are nearly vertical, with the airflow approaching the inlet at an angle of
attack occasionally greater than 90". At high angles of attack, the flow
entering the inlet can separate from the inlet inner surface, especially at
a reduced engine operating setting. This internal flow separation resembles
airfoil stall, and in older literature is referred to as "shroud stall".
Prope;"inlet design (e.g., increased lip thickness) will delay the onset and
reduce the severity of flow separation, but may also add to inlet weight and
drag. The flow distortion resulting from the flow separation can reduce
thrust, cause fan or compressor stall, and excite vibratory blade stresses.
Many studi_ of distortion effects related to stall margin have been made,
but few studi_s of distortion effects on blade stress levels have been
made. The stresses may be low at mild distortions, but can lead to blade
failure at more severe conditions. Theoretical discussions of the
relationship of blade stress to distortion level include references 5 and 6.

This exveriment investigated the characteristics and magnitude of the
aerodynamically forced blade vibratory stresses at conditions of forward
airspeed and angle of attack that typically occur during low-speed oper-
ations of tilt-nacelle-typeVTOL aircraft. The test results, while unique
to the particular combination of inlet and fan, form part of a data base
that can be u_ed to confirm analytical procedures intended to predict blade
vibration. The aerodynamic performance of the inlet and fan are reported in
references I to 3 and are not repeated herein.
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Fan

: The model fan (fig.2) has beenused for variousaerodynamicand
acoustictest programsat Lewis. It is 51 cm in diamter,has 15 blades,and
has a designpressureratioof 1.20 at the designrotationalspeed of 8020
rpm. The unusuallylow rpm (213mls tip speed)was intendedto reduce
noise. The fan is an adjustablepitchfan, so the bladechord-to-spacing
ratio is slightlyless thanunityto permit360"rotationof the bladesin
pitch. Althoughthe model has provisionsfor pitchchange,the pitch was
fixed at its designvaluefor the presenttests.

The fan bladeswere made of titanium-6-vanadium-4-aluminumalloyand
had a double-circular-arcairfoilsection. The bladevibrationcharacter-
isticsare shown on the Campbelldiagramof figure3. Naturalvibration
frequenciesare nearlyhorizontallines,with nonrotatingvaluesdetermined
by analysisand verifiedby shake-tabletesting. The engineorder (_0)
lines are integralmultiplesof revolutionsper secondand are shown by i
straightlinesradiatingfrom the origin. Resonantrotationalspeedsoccur
at the intersectionsof naturalfrequenciesand engineorder lines. Because
the type of distortionusuallyobservedin the presenttests is a nonsin-
usodial,one-per-revolutionexcitation,harmonicexcitationcan make
resonantspeed a potentialconditionof highamplitudevibration. Rotating
stall,partialstallon the blades,or randomturbulencemay alsoresultin
high stressesat speedsthatdo not correspondto resonantor integral
engineorderconditions.The natura:frequencyat the first bendingmode is
high enoughto permitfirst bendingengineorder 1 and 2 (EO 1 and EO 2)
resonantspeedsthat are well abovethe fan designspeed,EO 3 is sliahtly
abovedesignspeed. The torsionalfrequencyis quite high,so only EC _ and
-hove(8 or more torsionalvibrationsper revolution)are possible. The
high torsionalfrequencymakescoupledtorsion-bendingvibrationunlikely.

The statorconsistedof 25 bladesmountedwith the statorleadingedge
one tip chorddownstreamof the rotor trailingedge. This largeaxial spac-
ing was designedto reducenoise.

The fan was drivenby a four-stage,axial-flow,high-pressure-heated-
air turbinewhich could develop900 kW and was capableof drivingthe fan to
rotationalspeedsof over 9000 rpm,which is 125 percentof the designspeed.

Inlet

A schematicof the inletdesignis shown in figure4. The inlet,de-
signedby the BoeingCorporationspecificallyfor tilting-nacelleVTOL ap-
plication,is asy_tric, with its lowerlip thickerthan the upper lip.
Both internaland externalcross sectionsare circular,but the centersof
the crosssectionsdo not coincide. ConsultreferencesI and 2 for further
detailsof inletdesignand aerodynamicperformance.

WindTunneland Model Installation

The test facilityusedwas the Lewis g- by 15-FtLow Speed WindTunnel,
which is locatedin the returnleg of the 8- by 6-Ft SupersonicWind
Tunnel. (Seefig. 5 and ref. 4 for additionaldetails). The fan-nacelle
model installedin the wind tunnelis shown in figure6. Angle of attackis
variedby meansof a motor-driven,vertical-axisturntable.
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BLADE-STRESSINSTRUMENTATIONAND DATAACQUISITION

Straingageswere locatedat the root of threefan bladeson the
suctionor convexsurfaceat the midchordposition. One gagewas usedfor
all recordedand presentedvibrationdata; the other gages generallyagreed
with the data for the recordedgage. A rotarytransformerand relatedelec-
tronicswere usedto transmitthe stresssignalsfrom the rotatingfan
blades. The systemfor obtainingand recordingthe straindata is shown in
figure7. The raw signalwas recordedon magnetictape and simultaneously
sentto signalanalyzersfor two typesof on-linedisplays: (I) carpet
plots,and (2) stress-amplitude-versus-fan-rotationa]-speedplots.

CarpetPlots

As illustratedin figure8, carpetplots are on-linecathode-ray-tube
displaysthatpresentthree variables: frequency,amplitude,and fan rota-
tionalspeed. These displayswere used to monitorand recordblade vibra-
tion at all freouencies,includingunexpectedfrequencies,such as possible
coupledmodes. A hardcopy printermade permanentrecordsavailablefrom
the cathode-ray-tubedi_p!ay.

AmplitudeVersusRPM Plots

Figureg is a sampleplotof vibratorystressversusfan rotational
speed. Stressamplitudeis in termsof percentageof a11owablestress,
whichwas obtainedby methodssummarizedin the appendix. The plotgives
excellentamplitudeinformationand is restrictedto a singlefrequencyby a
narrowpass filter(I13octave),eliminatinga11 vibrationmodesexceptfor
the firstbendingmode at 400 Hz. Since the raw signalwas recordedon mag-
netictape,theseplotswere availablefor any other frequencyby simply
changingfiltercenterfrequencybeforea playback.

TEST PROCEDURES

In order to gatheraerodynamicdata and to documentthe extentand in-
tensityof distortionrelatedto separatedflow, the inletwas first tested
with a full set of instrumentationrakes insidethe inlet. These rakescon-
sistedof boundarylayerrakes,as well as a set of six equallyspaced
total-pressurerakesjust aheadof the fan. Fan speedwas controlledby the
modeloperator,with many stops at set-polntconditionswhile scanningpres-
suredevicesrecordeda11 relevantsteady-stateaerodynamicdata.

Blade stresseswere monitoredduringthe aboveaerodynamictestingof
the inlet,this servedas a safetysurvey. The stressdata, however,were
not used, sincethe presenceof the rakeswas expectedto influencethe
bladevibrationlevels. The testswere repeatedwith a "clean"(no instru-
mentatior_rakes)inletto obtainstressdata for this report. An electronic
rampgeneratorcontrolledfan speed,providinga smoothincreasefrom 1000
to 9000 rpm, thenback to 1000rpm,over a 3 minuteperiod. Both the in-
creasingfan speed _nd decreasingfan speed stressvalueswere recorded,
whichservedto documentstressrepeatabilityand occasionalhysteresis,in
which inletflow attachmentwith increasingfan speedoccurredat a higher
fan speed thanflow separationwlth decreasingfan speed.
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The rpm acceleration or deceleration rate of approximately 5300 rpm per min-
ute was chosen as a compromise between perfect repeatability and excessive
testing time. The use of the ramp generator produced excellent plot repeat-
ability, and in this respect wa3 far s perior to manual speed control.

The fan-speed excursions describee above are shown graphically in fig-
ure 10 in relationship to the flow separation characteristics of the inlet.
Each fan-speed excursion at a given angle of attack started with separated
inlet flow, with eventual attachmen_ as fan speed increased. Decreasing fan
speed resulted in the reverse process, attached flow proceeding to sepa-
rated. After completing tests at one angle of attack, a higher angle of
attack was than chosen for the next fan-speed excursion. Testing was halted
at the discretion of the test conductor whenever the trend of the stress

data suggested entry into an "unsafe testing region" (as shown in fig. 10).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Inlet Rakes

A short test documented the effect of inlet rakes on blade vibration,

the results are shown in figure 11. The six equally spaced rakes caused a
slightly higher amplitude stress peak at integral EO 6 (six flatwise bending
vibration cycles per revolution), as anticipated, at 3800 rpm. No effect
was noted at other rotational speeds. Low-level stresses at resonant
rotational speeds were always present, as can be seen in both parts of
figure 11. These stresses are ascribed to random tunnel turbulence, since
they were present even at zero angle of attack. All data presented in
subsequent sections of this report were taken with the inlet rakes removed.

Vibration Modes

All on-line carpet plots were similar to figure 8, as no vibration
modes, other than first flatwise bending, occurred during the test. Equip-
ment and procedures had been prepared to document many vibration modes, but

the presence of a solitary mode, at approximately 400 Hz, greatly simplified
the data analysis and discussion. Because of this, the numerous carpet
plots recorded at various fixed conditions of tunne airspeed and angle of
attack are not presented, since amplitude information is more easily read
from the plots similar to figure 9.

Typical Stress Charecteristics

Before examining the overall data, a typical plot will be examined to
explain its features in terms of blade vibratory characteristics and inlet
aerodynamics. Figure 12 presents data taken at a free-stream velocity of
38.6 mls and 90" angle of attack. This particular plot illustrates the fea-
tures to be seen in most of the other plots and will now be discussed in
detail.

Along the abscissa, a scale of integral engine order corresponding to
resonant speeds of the first flatwise bending mode of vibration (- 400 Hz,
and designated by EO) has been added. These values were determined from the
Campbell diagram of figure 3. In general, local stress peaks occurred at
the integral engine orders. If the distortion approaching the fan was con-
stant, one would expect the stresses to increase with fan speed. The stress
values dropped, however, due to the lower distortion generated by the inlet
at the higher speeds.

4
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Consider now the variation of stress with increasing fan speed. The
stresses were low from 1000 to 2700 rpm, where distortion is low because of
the internal flow separation around the entire inlet circumference. At
about 2800 rpm the leeward lip flow attached, but the windward lip flow re-
mained separated. This occurrence resulted in a one-per-revolution
distorted fan flow, and the stresses rose at both integral and nonintegral
engine orders. The stresses increased until inlet windward lip flow
attachment occurred at 3600 rpm when stress began to fall. The next lower
engine order, EO 5, at 4600 rpm was still high. This stress peak was
attributed to windward side diffuser flow separation. The separation

, traversed toward the fan until the diffuser flow was fully attached at about
5500 rpm. Even after the boundary layer was fully attached, the layer was
still of nonuni- form thickness circumferentially due to the different
longitudinal velocity histories the boundary layer "saw" about the inlet. "
This effect, as well as random turbulence could have caused the low level
stresses at EO 4 and EO 3.

Detailed Stress Characteristics

The primary test results are displayed in figures 13(a) to (f) at
free-stream velocity from 30/8 to 72.0 m/s. Trend analysis is facilitated
by the composite layout of the plots. Angle of attack increases at constant_
airspeed in the columns, while tunnel airspeed increases at constant angle
of attack in the rows. Each plot, as mentioned previously, uses percentage
of allowable stress as the y-axis, _rithfan rotational speed in rpm as the
x-axis.

The general trend of stress induced by inlet flow separation is appar-
ent upon examining figure 13 as a whole. Flow attachment and separation

: generally occurred at ever-increasingfan rotational speed as functions of
increasing airspeed and angle of attack. At the higher airspeeds, stress
increased rapidly with angle of attack. Additional details of this effect
are shown in figure 14, which shows data at smaller angle of attack
increments.

An important and unexpected blade stress, apparently not related to
inlet flow separation, was noted. Returning to figure 13(a), one can see

, that stress rose dramatically at 8200 rpm as angle of attack increased from
100" tO 120". Trends evident in these data also show that inlet flow sepa-
ration did not occur above 5000 rpm at this low airspeed. Note also that
the stress at 8200 rpm, 110" angle of attack, dropped in amplitude as air-
speed increased from 30.8 to 38.6 mls (figs. 13). The flow distortion pat-
tern at the fan face responsible for this stress condition is shown in fig-
ure 15(a), and the separated lower lip distortion pattern is shown In figure
15(b). A very thick boundary layer is apparent in figure 15(a). The thick :
bounaary layer can cause a stall flutter, at the blade tips. Vibrating
motion of the blade tips would cause the tip stall to appear and disappear _.
at the natural blade vibration frequency. Stall flutter, discussed in more
detail by Pearson (ref. 5), may account for the high blade stress levels at
8200 rpm.

Some additional follow-on studies, using a small model In a smoke
stream tunnel, have aided in the understanding of the causes of the afore-

: mentioned stresses. At angles of attack above 90", the Inlet capture stream
tube expands as airspeed is lowered, until a progressively greater amount of
turbulent, stagnant air Is drawn into the engine from the nacelle wake. The
boundary layer from the entire exterior nacelle circumference is also drawn

5
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into the engine, especially as airspeed decreases. This flow pattern is
illustrated in figure 16.

The existence of a critical forward velocity (roughly 30 m/s) for this
EO 3 vibration is illustrated in figure 17. The nacelle wake is apparently
no longer ingested into the inlet beyond this forward velocity, and the EO 3
stress level decreases with increasing free-stream velocity. Note that EO 4
and EO 5 (lip separation related) stress does not decline with increasing
airspeed since the lip flow remains separated over this range in free-stream
velocity. Inlets for conventional takoff airplanes should also encounter
nacelle wake ingestion during strong quartering tailwinds while on the
ground.

General Stress Amplitude

Regardless of the type of excitation, blade stress remained generally
below safe limits during testing, despite the high amplitude peaks that
occurred at resonant speeds. Predictions of external conditions of airspeed
and angle of attack that can cause limit blade stress will now be dis-
cussed. The data shown thus far indicate that dangerous blade vibrations
occur only at resonant speeds, and that these are limited to EO 3 to 5, and
possible 6 in decreasing severity. AT EO's above 6 (3800 rpm and telow),
stress was never dangerous, and resonant speeds were difficult to identify.
The following discussion, therefore, is limited to EO resonant speeds 3 to
6, first bending mode only.

The amplitude of the stress peaks at each engine order resonant speed
is plotted against angle of attack at various fixed free-stream velocities
in figure 18. In general, at a fixed resonant mechanical speed the stress
remained low until an angle of attack was reached that corresponded to the
onset of inlet diffuser separation. Stress then rose rapidly as the inlet
flow separation point _pproached the lip. At 3800 rpm (EO 6), (fig. IS(d))
stress leveled off at a moderate value after lip sep:ration, so limit stress
was not reached at this fan rotational speed. At the other speeds (EO 3 to
5), lip separation could be expected to produce blade stress levels greater
than the limit. This trend permitted an extrapolation to the airspeed and
angle of attack conditions at which the stress limit would occur. The ex-
trapolations are shown as dashed lines in figures 18(a) to (c). These ex-
trapolated values of airspeed and angle of attack where limit stresses woulo
occur are then shown in figure 19, along with a typical operating envelope
for the nacelle on a tilt-nacelle aircraft. All stress limitations were

outside this particular envelope; and EO 3 was limiting at low airspeed and
EO 5 was limitir,g at the higher airspeeds.

The angle of attack at which blade stress began to rise is taken from
figure 18 and plotted against N/Vo in figure 20. This angle of attack is
assumed to correspond, as discussed previously, to the start of flow sepa-

ration at the downstream end of the inlet diffuser. The parameter N/Vo
was chosen because of its similarity to the ratio of inlet throat velocity
to free-stream v_Iocity which is used in references I and 2 to generalize
the inlet flow separation characteristics. The parameter N/Vo, or equi-
valent, is necessary to predict blade stress at airspeeds other than the
particular ones tested.

Figure 20 is similar, if not identical, to aerndynamic flow separation
curves for th|s inlet (refs. 1 and 2) and illustrates the expected close
relationship between inlet aerodynamics and fan-blade vibration. Operation
below the curve is considered completely free of significant blade vibra-
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tion, with one qualification: at low speeds, the angle of attack must bei

less than 90" to avoid the nacelle wake ingestion problem.
!

t

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

: A model tilt-nacelle with a 51 cm diameter fan was tested in the Lewis

9- by 15-Ft Wind Tunnel to determine the effects of inlet flow conditions on
fan blade stress. The following results were obtained:

I. The fan-blade first flatwise bending was thp only vibration mode
excited. This observation was unexpected T,Jamay be unique to the par-
ticular blade design that was used.

2. Resonant peaks in the fan-blade stresses occurred only at integral
engine orders. Between resonant speeds, all tested distortion
conditions produced very low blade stress. The potentially dangerous
blade vibrations that occurred at integral engine orders were related
to two causes:

a. At the higher tested free-stream velocities, inlet flow
separation, especially at the lip, produced high blade stress.

b. At lower free-stream velocities, and at angles of attack over
90", high stresses occurred, apparently due to nacelle wake
ingestion. These stresses are attributed to stall flutter at the
blade tips.

3. Blade vibration, even at low stress levels, can be used as an
extremely sensitive indication of flow conditions within the inlet.

7
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APPENDIX

METHOD OF DETERMINING ALLOWABLE STRESS

The observed or "scope" limits were determined by the Gen_Fdi Electric
Company using a combined experimental and analytical me*Sua. A brief
summary of the steps involved follows:

I. Determine steady-state blade loading at maximu,,,_o_ign conditions.
The determinations were made via computer program except near tn_ mot,
where experimental loads were applied to determine stress concentration
factors.

2. The blade was vibrated in the laboratorywhile fitted with more -"
than 40 strain gages. Eight natural frequencies were determined. Criticdl
gage locations were noted at each frequency, where the combination of
vibratory and steady stress would be most likely to initiate a fatigue
crack. The above results were analytically modified to account for
centrifugal effects expected during operation.

3. One gage location was chosen for operational use. At each of the
eight natural frequencies, a ratio of stress at the operational location
(stress g) divided by stress at the critical point (stress c) was determined.

4. A stress allowable (stress e) was determined from a titanium alloy
Goodman diagram, based on standard spectrum statistical test results.

5. Safety factors were added for blade-to-blade variation (K1 - 1.3),
electronic inaccuracy (k? = 1.05), and possible stress concentration at
the blade root (K3 = 1.2J. Since double amplitude is used customarily
as a scope limit, the final limit for safe operation is given as

(stress 9)

scope limit = 2 (stress c) stress e
KIK2K3

6. Although the scope limits apply only to lO0-percent design speed at
the design pressure ratio and blade angle, they were used as operational
limits throughout the entire range of simulator operation. This was done

I

for simplicity and for an additional safety factor at lower fan speeds.
i

7. The final operational (scope) limits for the four lowest natural
frequencies were:

First flatwise bending (400 Hz) 35000 psi (double amplitude)
First axial (edgewise) (840 Hz) 11500 psi
First torsion (1200 Hz) 23500 psi
Second flatwise bending (1850 Hz) 25000 psi
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Figure 1. - Tilt nacelle V/STOLaircraft.
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